Field lining Procedures
Materials:
● Sideline: 1 spool of ¼ inch rope pre-measured at 330’ (110 yards) - DO NOT PAINT
● Endline: 1 spool of ¼ inch ropep pre-measured at 180’ (60 yards) - DO NOT PAINT
● Hypotenuse: 1 spool of ¼ inch rope pre-measured at 375’ (125 yards) - DO NOT PAINT
● Spikes for stringing
● String for painting lines
● Rolling tape measure
● Field layout dimensions

Setting the corners
Use the three spools of pre-measured ¼ inch rope. These steps are used ONLY to set spikes in the corners
and mid-field strip. Please do not run the paint sprayer over the pre-measured rope. This request is to maintain
the ¼ inch rope for future use. These steps are presented
as if only two people are setting the field.
1. Person 1: Insert a spike in the first corner. This
corner will set the first sideline and end line (1).
2. Person 2: Walk the end of the sideline rope and
hypotenuse rope to the opposite end of the field
(2).
3. Person 1: Loop the endline rope on the first spike.
Then take the opposite end of the hypotenuse
rope and the endline rope to the adjacent endline
corner of the first spike (3).
4. Person 1 & 2: Make sure the sideline, endline,
and hypotenuse rope are laying as straight as
possible. Then, spike the 3 corners.
5. Person 1: Walk the ends of the endline and hypotenuse ropes back to the first spike location.
6. Person 1:
a. Walk the endline to Person 2 and inserts a spike at mid-field (rope has two pieces of orange
tape. The gap between them indicates mid-field.)
b. Unloop the sideline rope from the first spike and then loop the hypotenuse rope on it.
c. Walk the sideline rope to the adjacent corner.
7. Person 2:
a. Unloop the sideline rope and loop the endline rope.
b. Walk the sideline, endline and hypotenuse rope to the opposite corner of the first spike.
8. Repeat step 4 to set the final corner (4) and set the mid-field spike.
9. Spool up the sideline, endline, and hypotenuse line the appropriate spool.
Please: DO NOT PAINT the ¼ inch rope.

Stringing the field
1. After the corners and mid-field spikes are set, use the spools of packaging string to line the fields.
2. While the sprayer is running, the second person can spike and string the details of the field, restraining
boxes, wing lines, and team areas.
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